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Abstract:  Recommender system is information filtering tools for handling the problem of information overwhelming. On the 

other side, security and protection is the prime concern for recommender system in order to provide genuine recommendation to 

the end users.  Many e-commerce companies face attacks from malicious users who produce wrong recommendations to their 

buyers.  Here, we presented the recommender system approaches, basic principles and overview of the different category of 

attacks discussed. In this work, we proposed a framework for genuine recommendation to users by detection of fake profile using 

correlation techniques based on correlation. Applicability of the proposed work in others domain with new techniques has been 

discussed in conclusion and future scope.   
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

 

In the era of digital revolution and increasing use of internet, problem of information overloading, this offers a huge volume of 

information in terms of services and products to users. In the same time, it’s very difficult for users to decide which service or 

item is to be avail as per their choice. In such scenario, Recommender system(RS) have played a vital role in the age of 

information overload where there is huge volume of data creates confusion in user’s mind in order to decision making for 

purchasing any products or services provided by any companies or service provider. RS proved its applicability in numerous 

application areas such as e-commerce, education, social media, entertainment industry, tourism, medical and so on. There are 

various e-commerce and entertainment industries are using RS for increasing their revenue such as Amazon, Jester, Movielens, 

Netflix, Yahoo Movies, OYO, spotify etc.  

 

RECOMMENDER SYSTEM APPROACHES 

There are mainly three filtering approaches of recommender system- Collaborative filtering (CF), Content based recommendation 

(CBR) and Hybrid filtering [2, 3]. Collaborative filtering (CF) approach of recommender systems based on basically similarity of 

user’s taste in terms of their likes and dislikes. Suppose user A and user B are friends and they have similar taste and they both 

purchased product Y. Now User A buys any products X then the same product X will also be recommended to the user B due to 

assumption of their similar interest. CF is the most popular and widely used filtering approach of recommendation [1]. The 

recommendation in CF for a given user is based on behavior and evolution of other users. Collaborative filtering is divided in two 

classes namely memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering. Memory-based collaborative class is again divided into 

User-based (User-to-User) collaborative filtering and Item-based (Item-to-Item) collaborative filtering. Content based approach 

recommends items based on similarity comparison between the concept of item’s and user’s profile. The features of items are 

mapped with features of users in order to obtain user-item similarity. The top matched pairs are given as recommendations. The 

concept of collaborative filtering and content based recommendation can be view in fig. 1. 
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       Figure 1.Recommender System Approaches 

 

 

Both CF and CBR have their positive and negative features. In case of collaborative filtering, basic domain knowledge is 

sufficient. It is easy to implement and very simple but the main issues with CF are Sparsity, cold start problem for new users and 

new item. Scalability is another big issue with CF. Content based recommendation doesn’t need any data about other users which 

makes it easier to scale corresponding to increasing number of users. The main disadvantage of CBR is limited content analysis 
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which means  that this model can only recommends items based on existing user’s interests. A hybrid recommendation system is 

more enhanced category of RS which provide more accurate and better recommendation to users. Classification of recommender 

systems are depicted in fig. 2 

 

     Figure 2.Classification of Recommender System 

Hybridization can be done by various methods such as cascading based, meta-level, weighted hybrid, and based on feature 

combination. Spotify is very popular music and video services provider application that use the concept of hybrid recommender 

systems and provides more personalized recommendations to users from their database.  

[2] RELATED WORK 

 

This section presents state of art and various literatures related to attack detection and security of recommender system by various 

researchers. [5-7,10,12].  Some of previous research work is discussed here. [8] proposed a system for fake profile detection using 

concept of discovering the abnormal pattern online social media networking. Classifier detects the malicious account by 

analyzing either graph-level structures or user-level. Precision metric used to check the efficiency and accuracy of the system. 

Author used dataset in his work was collected from kaggle. 

In [9], author demonstrates an identity detection mechanism on social networking websites. The approach was based on user 

behavior detection and physical characteristics of users. Accuracy of the system was measured by identifying false profile 

accurately. [11] demonstrated the system for clone attack detection on social media dataset. Clone attack referred the process of 

sending the malicious data several times by attackers at the receiver ends due to which there were problem of congestion in 

network. The proposed system was based was mining technique and very useful in handling and detection of spammers. 

Classification accuracy were used to test the efficiency of the proposed system   

[13] implemented fake profile detection mechanism based on clustering technique. Main drawback of the proposed system was in 

handling missing values in the dataset which leads low accuracy of the system in the implemented work. In [14], researcher detects 

the identify of malicious patterns by using pattern recognition techniques. One shortcoming of this work was that authors did not 

pre-processed dataset which affected the performance of the system in terms of accuracy. Twitter dataset was used for the 

implementation of proposed work. [15] presented graph-based approach for false profile detection. By using path traversal 

techniques in graph, next node was founded. If any path was traversed many times then it was detected as false profile. 

Classification accuracy was used for system testing in the work.   

[3] ATTACK MODELS ON RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

Collaborative filtering of recommendation is based on item rating and user profile. Due to this reason the recommender system is 

highly vulnerable to attacks. The attackers may provide more recommendations to promote their favorites product and fewer 

recommendations to competitor product. Initially, the main goal of attacker to either promote or demote the product by increasing 

or decreasing the ratings of targeted items that will receive either possible highest possible rating (increase the predicted value for 

target item) called “push attack” or the lowest possible rating (decrease the prediction value of target item) called “nuke attack”. 

To breach the security, the attacker inserts multiple fake profiles in the system to creating attack.. These attacking profiles will 

include a rating for target item and some number of other ratings. The rating database is not publically available; more effective 

attacks can be designed by estimating distribution of values. In collaborative filtering system, attackers profile contains the items 

which could be set of selected items (filler items), unselected, and target items. Some common types of attacks [4] on 

recommender system are Random attack, Average attack, Bandwagon attack, Segment attack. In random attack the attack profiles 

randomly choose the target item to rate their rating except the target item. The injected profiles are filled with the random values. 

In the average attack, filler items are rated based on the average rating for each item across ratings for all users. Bandwagon 

attack is also termed as popular attack because an attacker can know the popularity of an item independent of recommender 

system. In such attack the attacker associates the attacked item with a handful of well known popular items. In segment attack, the 

attacker focuses basically on a particular set of users and increases the recommendations of target item for this set of users. 

 

Principle of Attack 

 

The recommender system provides recommendation based on user input rating. The recommender contains a known cognizance 

on which the receiver can keep faith. The attacker can enter multiple profiles and fake identities into the recommendation engine. 

The user-based k-nearest-neighbor algorithm is the most common algorithm for the user profiles which uses user input rating 

profiles. There are set of items for each user based on the user likes for that item. The system forms a neighborhood of peer users 
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with similar tastes.  It then extrapolates the user’s predicted rating for a target item from the ratings of his or her peer users. The 

recommender systems are subjected to manipulation because of being dependent on user’s profile.  For example, in the given 

table 1, consider a hypothetical movie recommender system, there are 7 users (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, U6, U7) and 6 movies for 

which rating are provided by users. There is no rating given by user for some movie. The rating is in range of scale 1-5. Where 1 

showing the lowest and 5 showing the highest ratings. User John is a genuine user, has to get the new recommendation and rating 

for movie6. The given table 1 shows the profile of John with the other users and attacker’s profile. Miranda is another user act as 

attackers who inserted three profiles in the system and provided the higher rating for movies 6. Without the attacker’s profiles, 

user U6 is the most similar user to John, having highest correlation value. The predicted rating value associated with user U6 is 2. 

Which states the John will dislike the movie 6. After the insertion of attack, the most similar profile to John is attack profile 1, 

which is generating a predicted rating value 5 to the movie 6 and now the system will recommend movie 6 to John. The attacker 

can also use this technique to decrease the rating of a target item also. 
 

Table 1- Example favoring the target movie 6 

 

 Movie 1 Movie 2 Movie 3 Movie 4 Movie 5 Movie 6 Correlation with John 

John  5 2 3 3  ?  

User U1  2  4  4 1 –1.00 

User U2 3 1 3  1 2   0.76 

User U3  4 2 3 1  1   0.72 

User U4  3 3 2 1 3 1   0.21 

User U5   3  1 2  –1.00 

User U6  4 3  3 3 2   0.94 

User U7   5  1 5 1 –1.00 

Attack profile 1  5  3  2 5   1.00 

Attack profile 2  5 1 4  2 5   0.89 

Attack profile 3  5 2 2 2  5   0.93 

Correlation with Movie 6  0.85 –0.55 0.00 0.48 –0.59   

 

[4] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The main objective of proposed work is to provide security to the system by detection of attacks, which enhance the accuracy of 

the collaborative recommender systems. For our experiment we have chosen IMDB data set for the movie ratings. The data set 

contain 72 instances of movie ratings from users for 9 attributes. We have used WEKA tools for implementation of proposed 

work. We divided the Movie Rating data set into training and testing data. Then we inserted fake profiles into data set and 

analyzed using WEKA. It was clearly seen that the fake profile data was deviating far from the actual rating of the movie. 

CLUSTERING USED FOR DETECTION OF ATTACK 

Generally, the attribute of fake user is very different from that of the genuine user. The attribute of the fake user lies much above 

that of genuine user since the deviation and the variance of that of fake user is very different from that of real user. We have used 

the combination of some of the mathematical formulae to calculate the deviation of the each user rating from the aggregate rating. 

Similarly we have computed the deviation of the fake user from that of the real user and it is found its deviation from that of 

clustered data of the genuine user. These three criteria are being use to compute for every user of its rating and their data are being 

fed into the database for further filtering criteria of finding the fake user from the real user. 

 

The proposed framework contains mainly three parts which are user agent (UA), database and recommender agent (RA). The user 

inserted rating is received by UA, the database contains the record of ratings provided by users and finally RA provides 

recommendation based on rating values using recommendation algorithm. Before going to RA for recommendation process, the 

user inserted rating value will face the calculation. The calculation will be done on the basis of the stored ratings and the inserted 

rating value. The proposed framework includes three steps for detection of fake profiles for providing genuine recommendations.  

 

1. Deviation from aggregate rating 

2. Deviation of ratings from standard deviation. 

3. Computation of covariance from that of pre-existed ratings. 
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     Figure 3.Flowchart of proposed framework 

 

Deviation of the rating from the aggregate rating: In this step, calculation of  deviation of the user’s input rating from that of 

aggregate rating of the that particular item (in this case it is movie rating). This deviation should not be more than a particular set 

of defined standard threshold which depends on the user’s history of reviewing the movies. 

 

𝑅(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟) =  
∑ 𝑈𝑢, 𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖𝑢

𝑖=0

𝑁𝑈𝑖

𝑁𝑢

 

 

Deviation of the rating from standard deviation: In this step, we calculated the deviation of the fake user’s rating from that of 

standard deviation of the rating of that particular item (in this case it is movie’s rating).  

 

𝐷(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟) =  
∑ 𝐷𝑢, 𝑖 − 𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑢
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Covariance computaion: In this final step, covariance is calculated of that particular rating of the input provided by the user. Now 

we’ll check the deviation of the covariance with respect to the rating variance of the existing user that have given the overall 

rating This deviation should not be more or less than a particular defined standard which depends on the users history of 

reviewing the movies. 

𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟) =  
∑ 𝐶𝑂𝑢, 𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖𝑢

𝑖=0

𝑁𝐶𝑂𝑖

𝑁𝑢

 

[5] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In our experiment done with IMDB dataset, the inserted attackers profile is detected as fake profile if computed covariance is 

deviated from standard threshold rating otherwise rating of user will get inserted in RA for further recommendation to new user. 

 

[6] CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Security issue is the major concern of the recommender system. In this work, we have analyzed different types of attacks relevant 

to recommendation and we proposed a novel approach and framework for detection of attackers profile by using correlation 

technique in machine learning. By capturing and removing the fake profile, efficiency and performance of proposed systems 

enhanced in terms of accurate recommendation to users without any bias. The proposed techniques can be extended by using 

various machines learning classifier for attack detection and to provide genuine recommendation for users. Natural learning 

processing and sentiment analysis can also be explored for existing work to achieve more secure and robustness.  
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